Learning from the Best New Product Developers

The most successful companies take into account clarity, ownership, leadership, integration, and flexibility when implementing their new product development processes.
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OVERVIEW: A survey by the Quality Directors' Network of the Industrial Research Institute finds that most IRI member companies have a formalized new product development process in place, and that the R&D organizations in these companies have been active adopters and promoters of such processes. However, successful use of these processes has not been nearly as widespread. As the experience base around these processes develops, we are finding that the most successful companies abide by few common guiding principles in implementing new product development processes, although with different approaches tailored to their organization. These best companies have also introduced new R&D management systems and approaches to effectively integrate R&D into the company's product development activities.

The past decade has seen a rapid and broad adoption of structured new product development (NPD) processes within companies whose growth, or even survival, rests on their ability to innovate fast and effectively. Many of these companies use some form of a Stage-Gate process derived from the model developed by Robert Cooper of McMaster University for managing NPD projects (1,2). Similarly structured processes are also described by Wheelwright and Clark (3), McGrath et al (4) and Smith and Reinertsen (5).
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The primary focus of most of the literature on these structured NPD processes has been on descriptions of the process itself as well as supporting tools and practices. Descriptions are provided, for example, for the overall layout of the stages and gates for a project, the scope of the individual stages, and organizational structures for project teams and gatekeeper (or management decision-making) teams. The supporting tools and practices that are described include assessment of technical feasibility, market analysis, financial evaluation, gate--meeting protocols, gate--
Based upon the frameworks described, many companies have developed NPD processes tailored to their own business strategy and culture. As experience around these processes accumulates, several prominent features of the most successful NPD processes are emerging. One excellent summary of best practices, derived from a survey of 383 U.S.-based companies, has recently been published by the Product Development & Management Association (6). Still, the majority of these studies tend to address the elements of process architecture or organizational structure—the what rather than the how.

Recognizing the increasing interest in NPD and the critical role of R&D in this process, a small study team within the Industrial Research Institute's Quality Directors Network (QDN) was formed to explore this area further. In reviewing the current literature on NPD, we, as R&D/technology managers well-versed in the details of NPD and Stage-Gate processes, recognized two shortcomings. First, little has been published on the successful execution of NPD processes—how to use and sustain the process to achieve the intended results. Why is it, for example, that one company can embrace an NPD process with remarkable impact on business success, while an almost identical process might never take root—and consequently yield little or no benefit—in another company? The few excellent papers that have captured lessons on successful use of NPD processes have generally done so through small benchmarking forums of successful practitioners, or through consultants' observations or in-depth reviews of such companies (see, for example, 7,8).

The second shortcoming in our view is the lack of description of NPD processes from an R&D perspective. While it is recognized that NPD can be successful only if it integrates all parts of a business that contribute to product success, the special implications for R&D organizations force us to redefine R&D management approaches and organizational roles and responsibilities in order to achieve fast and efficient NPD.

### Identifying the Best Practices

In the Fall of 1995, a small study team (9) set out to identify best practices, from an R&D point-of-view, for achieving both effectiveness and efficiency of innovation processes. We defined the term innovation to mean the successful (as defined by the business) development and commercialization of new products, processes or services. Starting with a proposed list of best practices for innovation gleaned from a literature review, the team created a survey, based upon the work of McGrath et al (4), to assess the "maturity" of QDN member companies with respect to use of these best practices. The survey used a graded scale with descriptions of each "level of maturity"—the degree to which best practices have been adopted—for several elements related to NPD.

The specific topics addressed were:

- Product strategy
- Idea generation
- Product planning
- Technology planning
- Product development process
- Project management
- Total quality management
- Documentation
- Sustainability
- Conformance
- Project management tools
- Team structure
- Career paths
- Review process
- Resource allocation
- Process metrics
- Continuous improvement
This survey of the QDN membership revealed that most of the member companies had both defined a structured NPD process and embraced the spirit of this process, but the extent of successful implementation within these companies, and within the R&D organizations in particular, was less far-reaching. Focusing then on the specifics of NPD process implementation, presentations from select QDN member companies (10) and a panel discussion on key factors for successful NPD process implementation in R&D organizations took place in the Spring of 1996. Subsequently, follow-up interviews were held with these presenters and representatives from several other QDN member companies.

Five Guiding Principles

While many details of NPD process implementation appeared to be company-specific, we noticed several common themes, or guiding principles, threaded throughout. In case after case, companies that considered their NPD process to be successful all adhered to five simple principles: clarity, ownership, leadership, integration, and flexibility.

Differences between these successful companies were mostly in the specific implementation approaches used within their own companies and R&D organizations, and the terminology used to describe their processes. In the following sections, we report on these guiding principles and propose that all of them must be adopted by any company wishing to be successful with new products. Under each principle, we also report specific examples of implementation approaches and some special issues or implications for R&D. Our hope and expectation is that the range of examples and issues will prove helpful to other R&D organizations embarking upon NPD process implementation.

1. Clarity--A Clear Path to Action

Ensure that the NPD process provides sufficient clarity and guidance to lead the organization to action. The power of any process is its ability to channel the organization's activities and energies to achieve the desired results. As such, the process must go beyond descriptions of stages and gates, and specifically define what needs to be done, by whom, when, and how. Particular value is achieved in the project team and the management decision team having a clear and shared view of what will be delivered at gates, as well as the success criteria associated with these deliverables. Each individual and organization must see how it participates directly in the business success.

Implementation approaches include:

- **Awareness/training materials.**--Formats include detailed handbooks, user guides, broadly distributed brochures, videos and "pocket guides." These communication vehicles are particularly effective if the underlying tools and processes are well embedded in the organization. For example, a Launch Plan or Risk Assessment may be descriptive enough in some companies to define specifically what must be brought to a gate, whereas in other companies more explanation for these activities would be required.
- **Training.**--Almost all companies report that some type of training is required, and especially so if the company lacks common tools and processes as noted above.
- **Facilitation--process stewardship.**--Beyond training, project teams--especially those inexperienced in the use of the process--typically require ongoing facilitation to help guide them through the specific steps of the process. Teams more familiar with the process may require only minimal facilitation. Companies with well-developed NPD processes generally devote considerable resources to facilitation, even to the point of having defined job descriptions for facilitators, and providing forums for these facilitators to develop and share best practices. Strong facilitation can minimize the need for formal training courses and help to develop strong project leaders.
- **Information management (IM) systems.**--New IM capabilities have enabled several organizations to use Intranets or "GroupWare" as a vehicle for publishing process guides, posting milestones/deliverables of a project, tracking project progress, maintaining an archive database for all projects, or holding "virtual
meetings." Including a person responsible for the NPD process on an IM development team is a particularly effective way of ensuring that the IM systems enable the desired business processes.

- **Clear actions behind decisions.**--All gate decisions must be specifically and visibly actionable. For example, a GO decision at a gate might mean that resourcing is revalidated if the project stays within the current budget level, or might trigger a resource level adjustment if not; e.g., a new-hire requisition or a personnel transfer.

- **Contracts between the project team and the gatekeeper team.**--Treating an agreement to deliverables and pass criteria as a contract between a project team and a management gatekeeping team can reinforce the commitments made.

- **Metrics to measure the intended impact of the process.**--Clearly understood metrics tend to focus people on the desired results of the process, rather than the elements of the process itself. Examples of metrics used include:

  - Percent revenue from products less than X years old.
  - Percent projects terminated before the development stage.
  - Cycle time from start to a commercialization point, such as first significant sales.
  - Percent earnings after Y years of commercialization vs. prediction at last gate.

- **Attention to personal judgment.**--While it is essential to make expectations and criteria explicit, excessive detail can have a negative impact. An overly prescriptive process can be viewed as ignoring the skilled judgment of the management decision team. Therefore, the key here is to ensure that the gatekeepers are not making decisions solely through a formula. At the same time, the rationale for decisions should be clearly communicated and understood so they do not appear to be arbitrary.

### Implications for R&D

Typically, R&D organizations resist guidelines that are detailed and precise. However, defining guidelines in terms of business success for which there is broad buy-in and visible, consistent commitment from senior management makes these guidelines far more meaningful and acceptable for R&D. Furthermore, this type of clarity often offers a common language linking R&D with the broader business organization.

#### 2. Ownership--By All

*Engage and integrate all people and resources in the company that contribute to the successful commercialization of products.* If speed and efficiency are to be achieved, new product development must be viewed as an enterprise-wide process rather than being owned by one function such as Marketing or R&D. This view tends to align all parts of the organization with a shared objective, and instills mutual confidence that each function is working toward this objective. Implementation approaches include:

- **Internally designed process.**--Buy-in and ownership are greatly enhanced by having the organization create process guidelines for itself. Typically, process design teams are cross-organizational and have high-level sponsorship. Also, these teams generally review the developed guidelines with a cross-section of the broader organization before issuing them; in this way, the organization feels involved early in the development of the guidelines.

- **Cross-functional teams.**--For many companies, a recognition that strong functional/organizational boundaries can be barriers to speed and efficiency has led naturally to the proliferation of cross-functional/cross-organizational product development teams. The "hand-off" model of moving product development from one function to the next has given way to a team-based approach in which a single team, with support from the respective functions, carries product development from concept through commercialization. A range of organizational models define the strength of product team and functional organization boundaries, and the degree to which a team should remain intact throughout the life of the project (3). Experience indicates that team effectiveness is decreased with weak definition of team membership or with high team turnover.

- **Changing roles and responsibilities.**--Some companies explicitly define the roles and responsibilities of project and gatekeeping team members, and in some cases even the composition of these teams in terms of the functions represented for each stage of the project.
Quality tools and processes.--The formation and use of cross-functional teams has been found to be easier for companies with strong roots in quality management than for companies without such experience. Particularly effective quality tools and training approaches that have been found to facilitate teams are teambuilding, team chartering, meeting management, and full-time process facilitators.

Personnel transfers.--Permanent or temporary transfers of personnel to a project team, especially a co-located team, can dramatically improve cross-functional teamwork.

Trained project managers.--Team leadership is increasingly recognized as a critical skill or competency, and one that cannot be assumed to reside within the most creative R&D or most energetic business member on the team. Some companies have gone so far as to create job descriptions for project leaders, identify effective project team leaders within the current organization who can move from one product development team to another, and ensure career paths for good project managers.

Rewards and recognition for teams.--Many companies have established reward programs to highlight the superior use of the NPD process, including timely "kills" of less attractive projects.

Implications for R&D

Cross-functional teams, while widely supported and prominently featured in R&D literature and conferences, pose special challenges for R&D related to decision-making, organization and funding. None of these elements can be addressed solely within the confines of R&D. For NPD projects, decision-making, staffing and funding are typically shared between R&D and other organizational functions. As such, NPD projects are different from projects focused on more basic R&D or technical capability-building, which are generally seen as solely the responsibility of R&D organizations.

How can R&D organizations adjust to managing projects in which they are but one partner together with projects which are technology-driven? To promote greater alignment and teamwork on NPD projects, many R&D groups are organizing R&D along lines of business rather than the more traditional, functional divisions by science and engineering disciplines. At the same time, to ensure advancement of basic science and technology development, several R&D organizations have implemented or tested an approach of "ring-fencing" core capability or basic technology development in terms of funding and staffing. In this approach, a group of capability/technology development projects, and possibly people as well, are kept in a separate grouping that is managed and funded through a mechanism different from that for NPD projects, and typically with decisions made primarily by R&D management alone.

3. Leadership--At the Top

New product development is led from the top of the business or company. Almost every guide to change management will stress the need--indeed, the requirement--for senior management support. As with any corporate initiative, senior management support for NPD processes must go beyond advocacy in words and signs of visible support, although these are necessary, to full engagement of senior management as sponsors and active participants in the process. Implementation approaches include:

Cross-functional gatekeeping teams.--As with product development teams, most companies define cross-functional gatekeeping teams to include management drawn from these same functions and organizations. The level of management identified for gatekeeping tends to vary with the management styles of the organization; i.e., whether it is comfortable with hands-on management at the top-most levels of the organization, or whether decision-making typically takes place at lower management levels. Regardless of the approach, however, the most successful companies stress that responsibility and accountability for new products reside at the top.

Gatekeeper training.--Again, following the analogy to product development teams, gatekeeping teams require training, both in the elements of the NPD process and in their responsibilities. Particularly important is the definition of, and agreement to, a decision-making process. Many companies report that instituting high-level training and arriving at commonly accepted procedures at the senior management level are not easy. One recommended approach is to package this training as a senior-level workshop, which is particularly effective if a key individual on the senior management team is willing to lead or sponsor this workshop. These workshops
allow the leadership to practice new behaviors without the presence of a product development team.
Facilitation of the gate reviews further helps the leadership to maintain these new behaviors.

- **Rewards and recognition.** To reinforce the principle of innovation being led from the top, senior executives might be rewarded accordingly. For example, some companies have reported tying senior management compensation to factors that include the number of new products commercialized or the revenue/profit generated by new products.

- **Commitment to gate meetings.** To ensure that all relevant gatekeepers can and do attend gate meetings, these meetings can be scheduled in advance, in some cases as much as one year in advance, or at least specific blocks of time can be reserved for meetings to be subsequently scheduled. Alternatively, gate meetings can be integrated into existing meeting formats, for example, regularly-held meetings of a management committee. In such cases, however, the gate meeting must still remain distinct and not become diluted into another meeting or process.

- **Visible support from management.** Letters and presentations from senior management as well as their visible participation in the process provide effective reminders that the process is vital to the entire organization.

- **Flexible gatekeeper level.** To avoid overloading a small number of gatekeepers with a large number of projects, gatekeepers can be defined based upon the size, spending level or scope of a project. For example, one company assigned middle management to single-product projects, and senior management to higher-level programs or platform development. The levels of these gatekeepers can also change over time as the project matures and requires greater funding or organizational commitment.

- **Gatekeepers are resource providers.** Gatekeeping is most effective when gatekeepers have the ability to release funds or other resources for the next stage. The existence of alternate funding routes that conflict with, or provide a path around, gate funding decisions diminish the role of gatekeepers and the impact of the process.

- **Proactive decisions.** Perhaps the most important element of senior management leadership is the ability to make decisions that are implemented, especially in regard to project resourcing. It is insufficient, and ultimately counter-productive, to make gate decisions that are not upheld after a gate meeting by any of the functions represented on the gatekeeping team. On the other hand, when organizations understand that resourcing requests will be seriously addressed through--and only through--gates, the NPD process can quickly become "the way we do things."

- **Stewardship.** Rather than being seen as a process that resides within a single function--Marketing or Technology, for example--the senior management of a business should provide the resources to ensure that the NPD process maintains focus and is continually renewed to support the higher-level strategies of the company.

**Implications for R&D**

The greatest challenge for R&D in this area tends to be the alignment of its management decision-making processes with those of the business. For example, R&D senior management, together with business management, must agree on how research strategy aligns with business strategy, or how R&D staff will be assigned to projects. Similarly, how will decisions be made on the overall R&D portfolio and funding, and who will make these decisions? The inevitable conflicts between shared and local management must be resolved if R&D is to be a full partner in NPD.

### 4. Integration--with All Business Processes

*Key processes outside of, or in parallel with, the NPD process that provide critical support for ongoing innovation must be recognized and integrated.* As companies have begun to address and improve the core NPD process, attention is increasingly being focused on processes both "upstream" and "downstream" of the NPD process in an attempt to clarify and improve these as well. In these cases, explicit links with the core NPD process help identify the expected inputs into, and outputs from, the NPD process. Implementation approaches include:

- **Linked process maps.** Some companies have explicitly tied and synchronized the stages and gates of their NPD process to other well-defined processes used in the business, such as market assessment, portfolio management, capital project management, product branding, ISO compliance, or safety and hazards review. Manuals, training and other communications can reinforce these linkages.

- **Centralized business process organizations.** Creation of a temporary team or a formal organization to oversee...
Implications for R&D

The approaches described in our survey and panel discussions focused primarily on integration of NPD with what is often referred to as the Fuzzy Front End, which R&D directors and managers typically regard as a key responsibility of their organizations. Recognizing that the innovation "funnel" can be effective only if a steady stream of new ideas fills it, much has to happen within a company to turn poorly-defined ideas and opportunities into business concepts that can be evaluated and acted upon.

Exactly what happens at this front end, and how it is or should be managed, are the subjects of much current R&D literature and conferences (e.g., 11,12). The approaches taken by different R&D organizations vary, but virtually all recognize that careful distinctions must be made between the development of new products and the front-end processes of idea generation or technology development that feed into those products. A good starting point is to acknowledge that this front end exists and is a vital input to NPD, and to use management approaches different from those used for NPD. In many R&D organizations, projects are explicitly categorized as Exploratory or Technology Development, and are therefore recognized as different from NPD projects.

5. Flexibility

Continually adjust the process to the organization's needs and desires. This guiding principle is really one that applies to all others discussed in this article. Perhaps the single most important lesson to emerge from our review of experiences in implementing an NPD process, especially within R&D organizations, is that the process must fit the organization. Successful implementation constantly seeks a balance between establishing elements that are standardized and common to all users of the process with the flexibility for adjustments for each product or project team. Those responsible for establishing an NPD process must aggressively challenge the organization to be world-class, and at the same time continually gain acceptance and support within the organization. Implementation approaches include:

- Metrics.--The maintenance of performance metrics as described earlier, together with process metrics (e.g., the number of projects moving ahead, the number of projects terminated, and the time spent in each stage) provides data which can be continually monitored to see the effectiveness of the NPD process. These data might also suggest ways to adjust and improve the process, and provide feedback if these actions are effective.

- Process owner teams.--In several companies, a network of process managers meet regularly to review both the use of the NPD process and the degree of success achieved through it. Metrics discussed above are often reviewed by such teams. Also, sharing lessons learned--what's working and what isn't--on an ongoing basis has enabled teams to then design improvements into the process to make it more useful and usable for the company or particular division. One large company with many individual business units and NPD processes tailored to each unit established a central group as the owner of NPD Best Practices responsible for guiding the process-owner team and implementing their recommended improvements.

- Shared learnings from project teams.--Regularly scheduled meetings or special company conferences of project teams or project leaders are also particularly effective mechanisms for monitoring and improving the NPD process. Such gatherings also contribute to continuing buy-in.

- Leveraged experience.--As companies build experience with a continually improving NPD process, they create an internal skill and organization that is able to customize the process and implement it in other businesses within the company.

Implications for R&D

While this guiding principle poses challenges for an R&D organization, they are no different than for any other part of the company. Flexibility requires a willingness and organizational agility to integrate new approaches, while preserving the value of existing approaches. If R&D personnel are brought into this process of change and
understand that it is, in a sense, an experiment to achieve better results, they can, and often do, become strong contributors to new product initiatives and advocates for the NPD process.

**Summing Up**

We began this study with a focus on the elements of process, believing that some processes were more likely to be successful than others. However, after sharing experiences on what really makes NPD processes successful or not, we quickly came to the conclusion that most companies had in place the same basic elements proposed in the literature, and success lay more in how the process was adapted to their own companies. We have come to view the NPD process in terms similar to the evolution of life forms. Virtually all companies have the same basic NPD "backbone"--the Stage-Gate process--but survival of this life form depends on how well it adapts to specific environments. Wholesale transplanting is typically not practical. As R&D managers responsible for supporting new product development, our jobs are to ensure that the process thrives by adhering to some basic guiding principles, and taking approaches that fit our company culture and organizational structure.
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The process must specifically define what needs to be done, by whom, when, and how.

NPD must be viewed as an enterprise-wide process, rather than being owned by any one function.

Senior management support must go beyond advocacy to full engagement as sponsors and active participants in the process.

Key processes outside of the NPD process that provide critical support for ongoing innovation must be recognized and integrated.

The single most important lesson is that the process must fit the organization.